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Party's adoption of a socialist objective in 1918 was

Labour in Britain and
Australia
Andrew Scott
Andrew Scott is a researcher with the AMWU in

followed by the ALP's adoption of a similar formal
goal in 1921. There are also clear parallels between
the Ramsay MacDonald labour governments of 1924
and 1929-31 (prior to his defecting in August 1931 to
lead a National government from 1931-35) and both
the Billy Hughes government of 1915-17 (prior to his
defecting to lead a Nationalist government from
1917-23), and the much more contemporaneous

Victoria

defection of Joe Lyons, in May 1931, from a leading
In my recently completed doctoral thesis comparing
the British and Australian labour parties and their
recurrent "modernisations" since the 1960s my first
task was to identify the essential similarities, links
and differences between the two parties up until the
1960s.

When viewed in a world-wide context the British and

Australian labour parties stand out as essentially
similar. In no other country are there trade union

based parties of comparable duration or strength. As
labour, rather than socialist or social democratic,
both the British and Australian parties have
nominally sought to represent a particular class more
than a particular ideology. As a result both have
been seen as pragmatic in purpose and as lacking
the clear ideological direction of left-of-centre political
parties in some other countries.
A similar constellation of ideas and organisations
was present at both parties' formations.
The
principal ideas in each case included those of
William Morris and Henry George, and the principal
organisations included the Social Democratic
Federation, the Socialist League, and the Fabian
Society. In the British Labour Party a distinctive
democratic socialist philosophy evolved during the
first decades of the 20th century. A diverse set of
new influences overlaid the existing, 19th century
labourist assumption that workers under capitalism
tend to be deprived of the wealth they create, and
that there therefore needed to be action by the nation
state to

influences

redistribute that

included;

wealth.

Marxism;

These

the

new

strategic

gradualism of the Fabians; ethical socialism and
allied

traditions

of

radical

and

Nonconformist

Christianity; the writings of R.H. Tawney; the ideas
of syndicalism, as modified by G.D.H. Cole into guild
socialism; and the proposals for state intervention
and welfare provision put forward by Keynes and
Beveridge. The outcome, by the 1930s, has been
described as a "corporate socialism' which in the
1940s substantially reshaped British society as the
Attlee Labour government carried out the
nationalisation of some major industries, the creation
of a welfare state and intervention along Keynesian
principles to guide economic activity. The ALP for the
most part derived its ideology from a similar
amalgam of influences.
An overview of the histories of the British and

Australian labour parties since their inception
presents many obvious parallels.
Both parties
became divided over the question of conscription
during the First World War. The British Labour

role in the Scullin government to lead a new antiLabor political party in Australia. The labour

governments in Australia from 1941-49 and in Britain
from 1940-45(as "junior" partner in the coalition) and
from

1945-51 (as

majority

government) were

essentially similar. The Chifley government adopted
much the same approach as the Attlee government
in using the Beveridge report as the basis for building
a welfare state in the years after World War Two.
Both governments also sought to extend state
ownership and create a more equal society. Both
were constrained by the conditions of postwar
austerity and had to invoke unpopular measures

such as rationing, which contribute to their electoral
defeats in 1951 and 1949 respectively.

Both

governments lost office in 1949-51 for essentially
similar reasons, and then entered a long period of

opposition and ideological uncertainty. Australia by
this time had become more like Britain (and other
Western nations) in developing an advanced
industrial base.

These similarities in the origins and development of
the British and Australian labour parties have arisen
in large measure because of direct links between the
two parties and between the two movements from
which they emerged. British influences on and links
with Australian trade unions were particularly strong

in the early craft unions, including the printing and
engineering trades, and links between the two
movements in the form of Commonwealth trade

union structures persisted right up until the 1970s in
the case of one of Australia's most important unions,

the Amalgamated Engineering Union, now, following
several amalgamations, part of the Australian
Manufacturing Workers Union (AMWU). In 1889
great solidarity, including crucial financial support,
was given by a very wide cross-section of
Australians, led by trade unionists, to the striking
London dock workers.

Activists in the British labour movement were, in turn,

significantly

influenced

by

the

democratic

achievements in Australia and New Zealand, seeing

those countries together as amounting to a "social
laboratory for the world" in the early twentieth
century. There was a remarkable procession to
Australia of many of the most prominent activists in
the British labour movement in the years from 1880
to 1910. The visitors included Harry Champion,
Sydney and Beatrice Webb, Tom Mann, George
Lansbury (though he was not then a leading figure in
British Labour), Ben Tillett, who won adulation
among Australian unionists for his leadership of the
London dock strike, Ramsay and Margaret
MacDonald, and Keir Hardie. A number of ornate

and reverential colour certificates, in the style of
trade union banners, were presented to Keir Hardie

upbringing, due to his emigrant father's background
as a stonemason and Presbyterian in Britain, in fact

by the Sydney Labor Council, the Women's Political
Labor League-who praised Hardie for his support of
women's suffrage - and various Western Australian

influences typical among the nineteenth century

labour movement organisations during his visit to

Britain. One reason for the high proportion of early

reflected the craft union and associated cultural
Nonconformist Liberals who later turned to Labour in

Most of the British visitors

Australian Labor MPs who were born in Britain,

brought with them - and their Australian hosts

compared with non-Labor MPs, was the experience
of established forms of trade union organisation they

Australia in 1907-08.

shared - an exciting sense that despite the great
distances between them they belonged to one
common movement, which was spreading to all
corners of the earth.

gained from their early years in Britain compared
with the inexperience of the colonials.

Thus Tom Mann entitled his

1903 tract, informing Australian unionists of the
experiences of their British and other overseas
counterparts. The Labor Movement in Both
Hemispheres. There were also visits and migrations
to Australia by leading British suffragettes. Adela
Pankhurst, for instance, part of the famous English

suffragette family, came to Australia in 1914 at age
28 and was involved in feminist, left-wing and then
other causes there for the remainder of her life. The

The continuing influence of British traditions and
individuals upon the Australian labour movement in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is
epitomised by Andrew Fisher, who was a
Presbyterian and teetotaller. He was a local official
of the Ayshire Miners' Union founded by Keir Hardie
in Scotland in 1886. The progress of the Fisher

labour government in introducing old age pensions
was closely followed in Britain, and his rise to the

comparatively early winning of the vote for women in
Australia attracted intense interest among feminist
campaigners in Britain in the early twentieth century.

Australian Prime Ministership generated great pride

The Social Democratic Federation, Socialist League
and Fabian Society which were formed in the

although the hugely impressive program of social
security and other reforms undertaken by Michael
Savage's labour government in New Zealand meant
that much more attention was directed to there. Hugh
Dalton, at the time a young economist and Labour
MP, and later to be the first Chancellor of the
Exchequer in the postwar Attlee government, visited
Australia and New Zealand on an extended working
holiday in 1938, following a year as Chairman of the
British Labour Party. Following a visit there in the
same year, Ernest Bevin commented that "In
Australia and New Zealand great progress has been

Australian

colonies were based

on the London

models and were Instigated by English immigrants
who had recently been involved in the original
organisations in London.
It is often forgotten, amid popular conceptions that
the early Australian labour movement was a product
of the Australian legend and home-grown
nationalism, that only one third of the Labor MPs
elected to the New South Wales Parliament in the

historic 1891 election were native-born. The majority
of these first labour parliamentarians in Australia
were British-born immigrants who had only recently
arrived, in

contrast to the

New

South

Wales

population as a whole, of which two thirds by that
time were native-born, and to the non-Labor MPs, of

whom a clear majority were native-born. Typically
these British migrants were young men from
working-class backgrounds who had left in their early
to mid twenties. They included Joseph Cook, a
committed

Methodist

and

trade

unionist

who

emigrated from England to work as a coalminer in
New South Wales and was among the first ALP
members elected to the State Parliament in 1891.
Cook was one of four future Prime Ministers of
Australia and two future State Premiers who

migrated to Australia as young men from humble
British origins in a five year period,1883-88, and who
became involved in the ALP - although Cook, unlike
the others, left the ALP before he became Prime
Minister.

The others who served for a time as

Australian Labor Prime Ministers were J.C. (Chris)
Watson (who was born to British parents in Chile,
while en route to New Zealand), Andrew Fisher, a
coalminer, and W.M. (Billy) Hughes; while the future
Premiers were William Hoiman, initially a cabinet
maker, of New South Wales; and Tom Price, a
stonemason and Rechabite, of South Australia.

Another British immigrant was the so-called
archetypal "bush' unionist W.G. Spence, whose own

in his native Scotland. British interest in Australian
Labor achievements was still alive in the 1930s,

made in social services".

Dr. Evatt as Minister for External Affairs in John

Curtin's wartime ALP government travelled to Britain
in 1942 to participate in the British War Cabinet and
to put Australia's case for more assistance in fighting
the Pacific war. During this visit Evatt was cheered
by the Labour Party conference when he addressed
them on the co-operation of the British and
Australian people in the war effort, and when he
anticipated the social programs which British and
Australian labour governments would implement
once victory was won. The similarities in the
programs subsequently implemented by the Attlee
and Chifley governments were no mere coincidence.
The

1944

Commonwealth

Labour

Conference

discussed social security policy and problems of
postwar reconstruction and issued a manifesto,
"From a People's War to a People's Peace" which
sketched the shape of the postwar world the two
labour parties wanted to build.
There was
considerable contact between the two governments
and their advisers. Hugh Gaitskell, who succeeded
Cripps as Chancellor In 1950, described Chifley's
Labor government as "extremely loyal and firm" to
Britain in maintaining petrol rationing, in contrast to
Robert Menzies' Liberal Opposition, who, he
recorded, "are said to have got in to a considerable
extent because of their promise to de-ration. To give
any rash promise was, of course, the height of

Once we move from a global perspective upon the

irresponsibility, since they must have known that they
could only carry It out at the expense of the sterling-

two parties, however, to look beyond their obvious

dollar balance".

similarities and links and subject them to more

Serious differences did emerge

however between the foreign policy positions of the
Attlee and Chlfley governments, and the two
Individuals in charge of them, Bevin and Evatt. Evatt

searching scrutiny.

as Australia's Minister for External Affairs, like many
of the Left in the British Labour Party at that time,

Although the Australian colonies substantially
reproduced the social structure of nineteenth century
Britain, they were by no means a complete replica.
Nearly all British visitors to the colonies in the second

wanted to pursue a more independent middle course
between the Soviet Union and United States than did

the very strongly pro-American British Foreign

Intriguing differences soon

become apparent.

half of the nineteenth century remarked on their

Secretary, Ernest Bevln.

comparatively
democratic
and
egalitarian
atmosphere. There is no doubt that the Australian

The Ideologies expounded by Beveridge and Keynes
filtered through to a number of Australian labour
politicians. Including Theodore, who was evidently
the first person in Australia to obtain a copy of
Keynes' 1930 book A Treatise on Money, a copy of
which, hot off the presses, was flown to him from
London by W.G. Robinson, a mutual acquaintance of

colonies Inherited the various contending features of

both Theodore and Keynes. Curtin and Chlfley's
adviser, H.C. "Nugget "Coombs, visited London with
Evatt in 1943, met personally with Keynes and
became the key intellectual architect of post-war
reconstruction in Australia, heavily Influenced by the
parallel project in Britain, especially following Curtin's
return from Britain In 1944 where he had been greatly
impressed by the Beveridge White Paper on Full
Employment. Netta Burns, an Australian who went
to work for the British Labour Party from 1947-49
and later became a senior, long-standing staffer of
Australian Labor government Ministers, told me how
she and others in the era after the Second World

War saw the British Labour Party as "a very Idealistic

Party compared with...[the] Labor Party as we saw It
here". The ALP, she said, "didn't seem to have the

planning and inspiration of the British Labour Party
which had got in...in 1945 and with a tremendous
platform in which we all believed on nationalising,
and...liberation of India, a whole lot of things which I
don't think had hit the ALP...what It had was a theory,
it seemed to us It had a theory and it had the people

who wanted to go along with it there and actually get
something done". She also described how she was
"absolutely addicted to these beautiful sixpenny
pamphlets" the British Labour Party published 'that
told you how the world should be run".

British society In a different balance and that this
crucially affected the course of the labour movement
In the two countries.

Australia as a new settler

capitalist country had a much weaker ruling class
than Britain and the role of the state was also

Inevitably greater in a new country with new
Infrastructure needing to be built up. The
disproportionate influence of radical Immigrants, the
early achievement of the eight hour day and
manhood suffrage, relatively good wages and more
equal Income distribution in both the nineteenth and
into the twentieth century, and greater possibilities for
upward working-class mobility than in the Old World
encouraged the sense of Australia as a fairer society
than Britain.

There were and continue to be less

divisions along the lines of accent, dress and
manners in Australian society than in Britain
While there was extensive Industrialisation from the
1920s and after the Second World War, Australia did

evolve as essentially a pastoral economy rather than
an advanced Industrial economy like Britain. Manual
workers were therefore less numerous in Australia.

There were many more Catholics in Australia than in
Britain. There was greater geographic - as well as
social - mobility In Australia. There were different
patterns of land ownership with more small land
holders in Australia.

While comparative studies have demonstrated that
Australian workers earned higher real wages in the
nineteenth century than in Britain and continued to
do so into the twentieth century, many working-class

"pommy shop stewards", bearers of "the British

British immigrants nevertheless found only hardship
and disappointment, such as those who arrived In the
Depression of the early 1890s. R.T. Appleyard has
assessed that "average earnings...were about 25 per
cent to 30 per cent higher in Australia than In the
United Kingdom between 1948 and 1960" but

disease", and criticised for their apparent
disproportionate prominence In Industrial disputation.
The post-war generation of British Immigrants did not

nevertheless I came across a large number of letters
in the course of my research, from British immigrants
to Australia, who were disappointed and aggrieved at

however

movement

the conditions of life In their new country and

activity as greatly as their forebears, although
particular geographical concentrations of British
immigrants have continued to be Important In the

the hostels they encountered after arriving here.
These letters contain Important and often

The influence of British migrants and their traditions
In Australia would continue after World War Two with

a new v/ave of working-class migrants, some of
whom were regularly labelled. In the 1970s, by
conservative politicians and commentators as

Influence

Australian

labour

particularly about the standards of accommodation In

Australian labour movement and unions such as in

passionately

the metal and building trades have continued to daw

counterbalance the dominant view that Australia has

expressed

anecdotal

material to

on an influx of militant British workers for their
actvists and officials.

been a relative paradise for British Immigrants.

generally, came out of my interview with John

The much higher numbers of Roman Catholics in
colonial society than in Britain meant that Pope Leo
Xlll's 1891 encyclical Rerum Novarum had
considerably more influence upon Australian Labor's

Ducker, who emigrated from Hull, Yorkshire in 1950
at age 18 with his parents, worked as an ironworker

welfarist strand of Catholic social teaching was

A good overall perspective of the positives and
negatives in the experience of post-War British
migrants, which can probably be applied more

and later became a very powerful figure in the
Federated Ironworkers Association and the New
South Wales ALP and who emphasised that while

"Life was tough. We weren't well off or comfortable
and we had our share of problems with housing,
which sometimes was horrific...But still...all the
sense of freedom, the sense of opportunity that you
could move around a bit, the basic living standards
were better than the UK, climate, all those

features...to say that Australia's a classless society
is not having travelied to the Eastern suburbs too

early Ideology than it did upon British Labour. The
reflected in the platforms of the colonial labour

parties. When you could Invoke the authority of the
pontiff to support the rights of workers against
bosses, it was scarcely necessary to turn to more
radical sources of support.

Although Fabian Societies were established in
Victoria and South Australia in the 1890s on the

London model, they did not have the same
continuous activity nor anywhere near the same

range and depth of influence upon the ALP's policy,

much in recent times. But nonetheless it is possible

as the British Fabian Society and its associated

to cross all sorts of supposed boundaries and
barriers...there's certainly a good deal more basic
democracy in Australia. I mean I think one of the

and the Fabian Colonial Bureau, did on the British

things still to this day is people are prepared to stand
up and speak up for what they think is right and don't

organs such as the New Fabian Research Bureau
Labour Party.

believe in being pushed around too much. Whereas
in Hull you didn't have great expectations because

The naming of the party as the "Australian Labor
Party" rather than just "Labour Party" as in Britain
reflects the greater importance of nationalism for the

there was no point in having them".

founders of the colonial parties.

Nationalism was

inherently easier for Australian Labor to embrace
The introduction of industrial arbitration in Australia

following the great strikes of the 1890s was in clear
contrast to developments in Britain and this had
major long-term implications for the two movements'
relative futures. Together with the fact that a tradition
of shop steward autonomy from union officialdom
became less widespread in Australia than Britain, the
more

centralised

form

of

Australian

wage

determination had major effects on the relative

capacities of later labour governments in each
country to implement incomes policies. The British
Labour Party inherited a long working-class tradition
of suspicion towards the state based on centuries of
oppression, whereas in the comparatively new

than it was for British Labour, because in the
colonies nationalism could often be associated with

anti-imperialism, whereas for the British it usually
meant pro-imperialism: a terrain which the Tories
could much more comfortably occupy. Nevertheless,
the nationalism which Australian Labor embraced

was very ambivalent: characterised on the one hand
by great pride in "the British race" and desire to
preserve Australia as a British community free from
"contamination" by coloured races; yet at the same

time opposing the conferral of "imperial" British
honours.

a visibly useful practical role, the ALP was less

The frequent omission of the letter "u" from the
spelling of"labour" in the Australian Labor Party from
the mid 1890s reflects, as Ray Markey has identified,

suspicious.

the greater orientation towards the United States of

environment of Australia where the state was playing

America which the "new" and rising bush unions had
Another

absolutely

crucial

difference,

whose

importance is hard to over-rate, was that the

compared to the older, British-derived and city-based
craft unions.

Australian nation was created as a federal system in

which states' rights were extensive, thus creating
formidable

constitutional

impediments

to

the

The much earlier achievement of a wide franchise in
Australian elections facilitated the faster rise of

programs of future Labor governments at the

labour as a political party and

national level and making it very difficult for the ALP

presence in Australia compared to Britain.

to function as a truly national party, whereas the
British Labour Party never had such impediments.

was also a much faster growth in national electoral

While socialist ideas from

Britain were widely

disseminated in the colonies, particularly in the
1890s, their impact was offset by other influences.
Australians may have been more receptive to
Americans such as Henry George and his ideas for a

single tax on land than the British were, because of a
widespread resentment of the wealth and power held
by the large landholders in the colonies; the
"squattocracy". The land tax featured in early ALP
programs, and Edward Bellamy was also a very
prominent influence in Australia, but not in Britain.

parliamentary

There

support for the ALP than for British Labour.
Compulsory voting was introduced in Australia in
1924 and had positive effects for the Australian
Labor Party vis-S-vis Britain). The absence of a long
established two-party system in the colonies
compared to Westminster meant that the field which
Australian Labor entered in the 1890s was much

more open. All of these factors facilitated the early
ascension of Labor into government in Australia. The
British Labour Party did not form a minority

government until 1924, whereas the Australian Labor
Party did so in 1904. British Labour did not form a

majority government until 1945, whereas the ALP did

did in the ALP. Whereas in Britain the union leaders

so in 1910.

were traditionally a moderating influence on the more
socialist proclivities of the constituency party
members, in Australia socialist ideas have
historically been stronger in many of the union

The fact that the ALP attained ofice relatively early
has in turn been singled out as the cause of some
unique short-term difficulties and long-term defects
of the party. The ALP's early conquest of office has
been blamed for producing a party more pragmatic
and less open to philosophical debate than other
parties which had longer periods in opposition in
which to refine their ideas. In general it is true to say
that the Australian Labor Party's thought developed
in a less sophisticated fashion than British Labour's,
based heavily upon a simplistic hostility to bankers,
or the "Money Power". The visiting French socialist
Albert Metin early in the twentieth century was one of
the earliest to comment on this, famously
characterising the Australian labour movement as
upholding a "socialism without doctrine". Many other
observers since have commented on, and successive
generations of activists have experienced, the
comparative lack of an intellectual life in the
Australian labour movement as against the British
(and even more so as against the European)
movements. The theme of greater commitment to
ideas and debate about ideas in the culture of the

British Labour Party keeps coming up in every
generation. Hugh Dalton wrote of his 1938 visit to
Australia that; "Here they have too few intellectuals in
the L[abour P[arty]; at home we have too many and
too talkative and too scribblish (Rowse, Cole, Laski).

leaderships than among members of the ALP
branches.

James Jupp has commented that the British Labour
Party developed a middle-class leadership much
earlier than the ALP. The two labour parties moved
at different times from electing as their leaders rank

and file (and usually blue-collar) workers, who may
have progressed to hold office in the labour
movement but who had little or no formal education

beyond "elementary" school (in Britain) or "primary"
school (in Australia), to electing instead people with
significantly higher formal qualifications and with
more "professional" political career paths who usually
had no experience of what it was like to be a manual
worker or "ordinary" wage-earner. The British Labour
Party made this departure in 1935 whereas the ALP
could not truly be said to have done so at the
national level until 1951 (and if the subsequent
election of Calwell as Evatt's successor is interpreted
as a partial return to the earlier pattern, then the shift
did not fully occur until Whitlam's accession in 1967).

It is nevertheless too simplistic to dismiss Australian
Labor as non ideological given the interest by the

Another significant difference is that the Chifley
labour government was less successful than the
Attlee government in its nationalisation and welfare
program (and thus the relative success rate of the
two movements was reversed from this period, in
favour of Britain, and probably continued to be so
right up until the 1980s). Australia delivered much
less sizeable welfare outlays than Britain. The Chifley

bush unionists and others in thinkers like William

Government was unable to establish a National

These semi-crocks...would cut no ice with these
Aussies".

Morris, Henry George, and Edward Bellamy, and the
role which was played by "Nugget" Coombs and also
Lloyd Ross in the post-War reconstruction years.
There was, however, a comparative lack of an
intellectual life in the Australian labour movement,

which may simply reflect characteristics of the
broader Australian society. Britain's greater size
makes it able to support a more open and vibrant
intellectual life, manifested for instance in a larger
number and wider range of broadsheet nev»/spapers
including literary supplements. Within the range of
mainstream British newspapers there has iong been
some distinctly pro-Labour daily publications such as
the Guardian, the Observer and the Dally Mirror and
the weekly magazine New Statesman and Society
(formerly two separate publications. New Statesman
and New Society) in contrast to the more narrowly
and tightly controlled Australian media.
The
availability of these publications for the participation
of labour movement thinkers has helped to fertilise
greater debate within the British labour movement
than the Australian. In Australia there has also long
been a tendency for university-based intellectuals to
be remote from mainstream Australian culture, and

little in touch with local political developments, in
contrast to Britain.

Trade unions long tended to play a quite different
ideological role in the British Labour Party than they

Health

Service (ironically

the

British

Medical

Association had more influence in Australia than in

Britain in resisting a national health scheme) or carry
through the nationalisation of major industries. The
British Labour government's relative success was
due partly to the constitutional impediments in
Australia, and partly to the fact that the ALP program
was much less ambitious in the first place. In one
respect, however, in its attempt to nationalise the
private banks, Chifley's government was more
ambitious than Attlee's, which, though it created a
State-owned Bank of England (analogous to the
ALP'S earlier formation of the Commonwealth Bank

in 1911), regarded it as too risky to even attempt
nationalisation of private banks. The British Labour
Party's lesser emphasis on bankers in turn stemmed
from the fact that the 1930s Depression was less
severe

there

than

in

Australia,

with

the

unemployment rate peaking at 22.5 per cent in
Britain in 1932 compared with 29 per cent in
Australia in the same year and the banking system
staying relatively stable, with savings always being
able to be accessed. Popular memories of the
banks' role were correspondingly less bitter. In
Australia hostility to the banks was especially
widespread in rural areas and the ALP, unlike the
British Labour Party, emerged in many ways as a
party of rural working-class protest.

Attlee's government vras also more successful than

public mind to a much greater extent than In

Chifley's in containing industrial disputation. In part

Australia.

this comparative industrial peace in Britain was
because the Communist Party had gained greater
influence in the Australian trade union movement.

Another significant reason was the close personal
relationship which Ernest Bevin, who was the
Minister for Labour in the coalition government from

1940^5, as a recently very senior trade union official
was able to forge in government with the union
leaders.

Several organisational differences between the
parties also need to be noted. Whereas the Labour
Party in Britain was created as a formal
confederation of trade unions, constituency parties,

socialist societies, the ILP and Co-operative Party,
the Australian Labor Party was based only upon
unions and individual members of local branches.

Union affiliations occur only at a State level in the

ALP whereas they are made at both local and
The pattern of Australian urban settlement has
differed from that of Britain, in that it has centred on

a few large cities, particularly along the eastern
coast, whereas Britain has a more densely and
evenly distributed population. In Britain there are
numerous medium-sized cities centred on mining or

on manufacturing industry, whereas in Australia, with
some exceptions such as Wollongong, Newcastle
and Geelong, this is not the case. Jupp believes that
this has shaped some of the differences between the
British and Australian labour movements, in that the

Independent Labour Party tradition of involvement in
local government in Britain tended to be strongest in
the strong local community culture of medium-sized
towns in the North of England and in Scotland rather
than in the metropolis of London.
Whereas

in

Britain

the

leadership

of

the

Parliamentary Labour Party worked closely during
the 1950s with right-wing trade union leaders against
the Communist Party, in Australia Evatt vigorously
defended the civil liberties of the Communists and

thus found himself in alignment with the Party's left
wing and opposed to the leaders of the right-wing
unions. Because the Communist Party had made
more headway in the Australian union movement
than among British unions in the Cold War years, for
example, amongst the Miners, the ALP split
fundamentally over this issue.
British Labour
underwent its own divisions between Bevan and

Gaitskell, and vras out of office from 1951-64, but it
vtras able to better contain and earlier curtail these

divisions than the ALP, and thus was more stable

organisationally, and effective electorally, in the
1960s.
Although the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament (CND) became a mass movement in
Britain from the late 1950s and unilateral nuclear

disarmament was adopted as Labour Party policy in

1960 (before being rescinded the following year), in
general the Cold War was more divisive in Australia
than in Britain, perhaps because of the strong
Catholic ideological current in the Australian labour
movement and the high numbers of Irish Catholics in
its ranks, reinforced by high levels of Eastern

European migration to Australia after the War, and
also because Menzies was particularly adept and
ruthless at exploiting the issue, more so than the
British Tory politicians. One reason that British
labour politicians have been more able than ALP
figures to openly use the term "socialism" may be

national

level

in

the

British

Labour

Party.

Structurally, this has meant that the unions have
more direct power at the British Labour Party Annual
Conference than they do at the ALP National
Conference. However, because the Australian unions
have tended historically to be more to the Left than
the British Labour Party's affiliated unions, it has
been the ALP in which unions have actually been

inclined to exert their power more. British unions
have also traditionally directly "sponsored" many
Labour Members of Parliament and thus have had a
more direct formal relationship with the

Parliamentary Labour Party than have Australian
unions. Another organisational difference is the
higher degree of caucus discipline and control in
Australia.
Labor parliamentarians cannot vote
against the party line as they can in Britain within
specified (and contested) limits.
The 1905 ALP Federal Conference also resolved to

depart from the long-standing Westminster tradition
whereby the Prime Minister personally chooses the
Ministry. Since then, in Australia the full Labor
caucus has elected the

Ministry while Prime

Ministerial power has been limited to the allocation of
portfolios. A further organisational difference, flowing
from federalism, is that whereas the British Labour

Party's formally supreme policy-making body is a
mass conference, Australia's is a small federal
conference, elected from "mass" conferences at the
State level, and therefore is a further stage removed
from rank-and-file opinion and from direct,
unmediated block voting by trade union delegations.

Distrust of parliamentary leaders may also explain
the fact that the Australian Labor Party's supreme

policy-making body, the Federal Conference, made
no provision for the inclusion of Party leaders in the
first 65 years after its creation in 1902. Indeed, the
Federal Conference retained the same structure for

all those years - 36 delegates, six from each state,
regardless of population size.
Ail of these differences between the British and

Australian Labour parties which evolved in the first
half century and more of their existence would
influence their respective destinies as they set about
"modernising" in order to face the new challenges of
the 1960s. The subsequent "modernisations" they
embarked on form the focus of my continuing

socialist tradition in Britain distinguished this term

comparison of the two labour parties up to the
present day - which is the principal subject matter of
both my doctoral thesis and the book deriving from it

from "communism" and the Soviet Union in the

which i hope will be published early next year.

that the clear articulation of a distinct democratic
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After the meeting enjoy a cup ofcoffee and a chat
in pleasant surroundings at
THE NEW INTERNATIONAL BOOKSHOP TEAROOM

located in the Trades Hall just up the stairs from the Victoria Street entrance
(almost alongside the History Society's meeting place).

